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Adult development and learning have always

existed as two separate fields of study with

development falling under psychology and

learning under education Recent advances in

theory research and practice however have

made it dear that an important reciprocal re

lationship exists between them advances in

development frequently lead to learning and

conversely learning quite often fuels develop

ment The synchronicity between develop

ment and learning is responsible for positive

changes in many capacities including insight

intelligence reflective and meta-cognition per

sonality expression interpersonal competence

and self-efficacy This synchronicity is also

leading to the growth of new discipline at the

borders of adult development and learning

The HAN iL300K OF P4OULr CCLLC-

tD LEARN iNC is the first to bring together

the leading scholars from both adult develop

ment and learning to explore what will form

the foundation for this pew disciplinethe lat

est research at the intersection of these fields

It examines six major aspects of their inter

section foundations key areas of integration

the self system higher reaches of development

and learning essential contexts and specific

applications An introductory chapter explains

why it is so important to recognize and fuel

the growth of this new discipline Subsequent

chapters review the latest theoretical and em
pirical literature and provide rich itinerary

for future research

THIS HANDBOOK IS MUST-READ FOR

ALL WHO PROMOTE OPTIMAL AGING

IT WILL BE AN INVALUABLE REFERENCE

FOR SCHOLARS IN DEVELOPMENT AND

EDUCATION AS WELL AS RICH RESOURCE

FOR POLICY MAKERS AND PRACTITIONERS

SUCH AS CORPORATE EXECUTIVES AND

HUMAN-RESOURCE PERSONNEL
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The idea for this handbook began about 15 years ago

when started teaching concurrent graduate courses

in adult development and adult learning Rather

quickly material from one course bled into the other

and it soon became clear that it was artificial to con

sider adults in their development without including

learning and equally artificial to treat adults as leank

ers while suspending developmental attributes At

some point stopped trying to keep learning and de

velopment apart and integrated the two As result

this book caine slowly into focus In early 2003

Catharine Carlin of Oxford University Press encour

aged me to consider editing handbook on adult de

sclopment but then graciously acquiesced to

proposal for this integrated volume Thus the design

of svhat is now in hand took root

At the outset emphasize that the
purpose of the

volume is not to introduce sulifield in which one

discipline is central and the other subordinate but to

begin what must become conceptual integration of

adult development and learnuig Too quickly the

inn-ian mind arranges material hierarchically in its

mental file cabinet and whether by preference or

trausing certain content and concepts become subor

dinate to others That is not the intent of this text

Rather the authors of this volume open the door to

the
possibility

ofa broader space in which many of the

constructs we entertain separately adult insight

intelligence cognition reflective thinking interper

sonal competence self efficacy and others are even

tually knosvn as web in which development sponsors

learning and learning tuels development

li-ic contributors to this volume offer rids theo

ries uialvses research reviews practical applications

and conceptual ituseraries roundly applaud their us

terest md sustained efforts It is ditficult to foice ni-ics

tliinkimig
usto boundaries particularly when ti-ic inter

secting dociplines arc themselves rather ouisg Thus

cad nt us knows that an cucy clopedic account of the

nsun putcutal vvavs vs hich there is ss nchionv or

perlsaps ca rival reciprocity between lean
uug

and sic

elopinent is not set possible Yet syc share hardy

Preface
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viii PREFACE

tentially unified discipline of theory inquiry and prac

tice If this volume stimulates
greater dialogue among

those working within die respective disciplines of adult

development and learning it will
prove

useful If it

results in established reciprocal connections between

development and learning in adulthood and in syn

chronous theory research and practice in these

currently dissociated disciplines it will have been suc

eessful We step briskly toward future in which it is

obvious that as we learn so shall we develop and as we

develop so are we better equipped to continually learn

conviction that adults grow and learn iii unison The

internal and external contexts of adult life
provide

rich resources for learning and developmental

change although the
great wealth of this territory is

largely unexplored we are pleased to risk stepping

into its frontier

Writing from different frames of reference and lev

els of analysis each author considers the topical area of

his or her considerable study Clearly the topics do not

cover the complete landscape of adult development

and learning But together they do point ton ard po

.1
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am indebted to many persons who were sital in

bringing this volume to completion The few words

offer here are only small tribute to their talents work

and support Without their commitment this project

would surely have faltered

First thank each of the authors who contributed

to this volume Their contributions to thought are ap

parent in their individual histories of publication re

search and teaching as well as in their chapters here

Some put aside their own svork to write for this hand

book and am most grateful All were gracious in the

revision process some willingly rewriting several

times to better address the juncture of development

and learning

Bridget Cooper was at my side from the begin

ning am deeply grateful to her Her initiatis re

sourcefulness and commitment made her much

more than research associate Many were the times

that she put aside work on her doctoral dissertation to

advance the books progress Many were the times

that her good humor kept me going Crazy is good

but only in short spurts is Bridgetisrn svill long

remember An enormously talented ssouian she was

chenshcd friend throughout

The anonymous reviewers svho wish to remain un

sung were extremely helpful to me and believe to

the contributing authors Their careful reading of the

chapters and their prompt feedback were unparal

leled Their gracious goodwill was an added bonus

Diana Bermudez-Rodriguez helped me in the be

ginning phase of tlse project am grateful for her ex

cellent work in ferreting out material and synthesizing

research data Dianas spirited good cheer and gen

erosity of self infused the design phase

julie Nelson entering the project near its comple

tion ssas superior language editor improving nurn

her of chapters includiug my osvn julie was highly

competent
and supportive value her inany talents

as well as her grace and friendship

My colleagues too numerous to chronicle

siipportne throughout Richard Lanthier Honey

Nashman and Lynda West ssere always behind nie

Acknowledgments
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This handbook addresses new question in asking

how development and learning in adulthood are in

terrelated and reciprocal That is how might learning

augment
different forms of development and how

does qualitative positive developmental change re

sult in enhanced learning This dual question does

not imply universality and it is not without risk With

respect to the absence of universality adults do not

develop uniformly in areas such as cognition social

relationships and
iiisight development Some adults

make greater excursions in their learning than others

As to risk the joining ot learning and development in

adulthood may well be housed in middle-class con

cept one with connotations of resource rich environ

ments and of subjects opportunities for and interests

in adaptation development and learning There is

hirther risk in charting associations that are positive

sometimes skirting the bidirectionality of develop

ment in its positives and negatives growth and de

cline Although this volumes authors do not avoid

the declines our primary emphasis is on how one

force development or learning propels the other to

ward positive advances This is in line with scholars

who chart terrain of human strengths Aspinwall

Staudinger 2003 those whtb ask how develop

ment can advance vscll-heing and optimal aging

Baltes Baltes 1993 Bornstein Davidson Keyes

Moore 2003 Rowe Kahn 1987 1998

Furthermore each of us writing in this handbook

understands that the study of adult development itself

is young Using the Psychological Abstracts as an indi

cator it was only in 1978 that adult development was

first used as subject heading It is only within the

past decade that scholars began seriously to consider

how learning might be integral to development in

adults Indeed adult development and adult learniisg

have been the territory
of two

very
different and non-

integrated subhelds Cranott 1998 This is partly be

cause adult development is housed in psychological

theory and research whereas adult learning exists

within the disciplines of educational psychology and

adult education Just as Smith and Pourchot 1998

Chapter

Growing Discipline at the Borders

of Thought

Carol Hoare
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FOUNDATIONS

found for adult education and educational psychology

in the joint area of adult developiiient and learning

there are no shared professional societies associations

or journals Vehicles for discourse are thus lacking

blend of interests in an area that is necessarily recipro

cal will base to emerge from theorists and rescarchers

ssho are willing to cross from one comparatively safe

discipline and professional background into hybrid

area in which there has been limited attention rather

few data based studies and until recently little ap

pa rent interest

THE NEGLECT OF CONCEPTS OF

ADULT DEVELOPMENT

Before examining reasons for future in which adult

development and learning are seen as integral we

might look to reasons for this neglect lhere are four

key reasons for this neglect all of which are apparent

during much of the twentieth century have de

scribed these in some detail in receut book Hoare

2002 and credit Erik Eriksons unpublished papers

for many important insights

First prior to the twentieth century psychologists

had conceived of adulthood as barren terrain for de

velopment Freud was important in this for he niain

tamed that psychosexual development ends with

entry into adulthood Freud also led thinking along

path of developmental negatives As Erikson said us

ing Freuds thought all one might expect of healthy

adults was the relative absence of the overriding id

drives of infancy and of the guilt fixations and re

pressions of childhood thus expectations for adult

behavior were expressed in negatives in terms of

what adults should not be and do By expressing de

selopment in tenns of absence scholars had failed to

examine what adults are in their positive des elop

meut and in their ongoing developmental potentials

The second reason for inattention to development

during maturity is found in earlier representations of

adults In addition to Freuds position that adulthood

shows developmental ahsence children of earlier

times svere seen as miniature adults This led to

view of adults as completed products of their prior

selves In the twentieth century social scientists no

longer portrayed children in this way hosveser until

recently adult attributes and achievements ssere con

structed as though they exist on extension from child

hood In tIns robber band fallacy Hoare 2002

that of conceiving
of developmental continuity as

though giant rubber band stretches between infancy

and senescence developmental traits and abilities are

seen as fixed albeit rudimentarily at the bands be

ginning point Theorists might have stretched that

band out but it always snapped back in scholars

minds to origins and developmental givens in in

fancy and early childhood Today this applies to

many concepts of cognition and cognitive develop

ment intelligence mental maturity social relation

ships self-representations and other constrricts

Although scholars posed trajectory of increasing

competence into maturity th0t of the ways in which

the adult is stronger better and more accomplished

than the child development was seen as origin-based

Experts were largely disinclined to consider adult

hood as partly sui generis that is as period of life

that has its own unique content abilities and repre

sentations Learning has been considered similarly

Until recently scant attention has been paid to learn

ing in daily environments and in work and personal

roles of adults when thinking and learning are tied to

contexts problems and change and are bound up

svith values and emotions Adult cognition based on

the development of reflective dialectical and rela

tivistic thinking has enjoyed somewhat more alien

due in part to William Perrys 1970 important

contributions about the content and stages of intellec

tual development among college students e.g Baltes

Staudinger 1993 Commons Sinnott Richards

Armon 1984 Kitchener King 1981 1994 Kramer

Woodruff 1986 Iabouvie-Vief 1992 1994

Labouvie-Vief Chiodo Coguen Diehl Orwoll

1995 Much more research is needed and has begun

We now approach questions ecologically looking for

example not so much to psychometric intelligence

but to adults practical intelligence in their approach

to various everyday experiences and problems Schaie

Zanjani chapter this volume Sternberg et al

2000 We ask how discovery learning in adulthood

leads to the development of new insights and fresh op

portunities for growth Merriam Clark chapter

this volume Miller chapter 10 this volume

The third important facet iii the earlier neglect of

adult development resides in the prior inability to

conceive of adulthood in other than linear order

and in tenTus of marker events In this chronology de

pendence adult development has been locked to the

beginning and ending points of adulthood and adult

penods to the passing of time and to sequence-
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